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Executive summary

Since 2000, China and Russia have established their standing as resurgent great powers in Africa. The expansion of China’s influence in Africa has been undergirded by its economic might. This has been exemplified by the proliferation of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) across Africa and Beijing’s lead role in facilitating connectivity projects across the continent. Although China’s trade and investments in African countries have furthered socio-economic development, concerns have grown about their impact on the competitiveness of local industries and their potential to erode the sovereignty of countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Russia’s resurgence in Africa appears opportunistic, as Moscow has capitalised on state fragility and protracted conflicts. This it has done to secure mining concessions, lucrative arms deals and anti-Western partners to hedge against the impact of US and European sanctions. However, Russia’s involvement in Africa is bolstered by a strategic pursuit of great power status, which crystallised during Yevgeny Primakov’s tenure as foreign minister from 1996 to 1998. To this end, Russia has positioned itself as a crisis-proof partner for countries facing economic isolation, deploying private military contractors to influence the trajectory of local conflicts in its favour and amplifying its role as a conflict arbiter.

Although the Soviet Union and China were asymmetric rivals in Africa from the 1960s to the 1980s, the current Sino-Russian relationship is more cordial. Russia and China coordinate on challenging Western norms, eroding US-initiated unilateral sanctions and supporting non-interference in the internal affairs of states. However, this relationship in Africa is characterised by limited strategic coordination in the economic and security spheres, and infrequent dialogue on regional conflicts. These limitations suggest that Sino-Russian relations in Africa resemble a competitive partnership and fall short of the level of bilateral cooperation between the two countries or the scale of their collaboration in multilateral institutions.

Introduction

Over the past two decades, China and Russia have transformed from peripheral stakeholders to great powers in Africa. The October 2000 Forum on China–Africa Cooperation brought representatives from 44 African countries to Beijing and precipitated a drastic expansion of China’s commercial presence on the continent. From 2000 to 2019, the volume of trade between China and Africa soared from $10 billion to $192 billion. By August 2020, only five countries (Benin, Eritrea, Eswatini, Mali, and São Tomé and Príncipe) were yet to sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or express support for the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), a global infrastructure development and inter-regional connectivity plan unveiled by Chinese President Xi Jinping in September 2013. China’s

security presence in Africa has also expanded, albeit at a slow pace. Eighty-five per cent of China’s 2,500 UN peacekeepers are stationed in fragile African states, such as Mali and South Sudan,\(^2\) while China’s People’s Liberation Army established its first overseas naval base in Djibouti in 2017.

Although its trade with sub-Saharan Africa is worth just $3 billion per year,\(^3\) lagging far behind China, India, the US, Germany, Britain and Japan, Russia is the leading arms exporter to Africa. It exerts influence in crisis zones such as Libya and the Central African Republic, or CAR, through the deployment of private military contractors (PMCs). The October 2019 Russia–Africa Summit in Sochi, which was attended by 43 African heads of state, underscored Moscow’s diplomatic presence and ambitions regarding Africa.

**China and Russia’s strategic objectives and tactics in Africa: A historical overview**

Although both China and Russia regularly frame themselves as counterweights to old colonial powers in Africa, both countries have been influential players on the continent since the mid-1950s. The April 1955 speech by the Premier of the People’s Republic of China, Zhou Enlai, at the first Asian–African conference in Bandung, Indonesia, signified China’s commitment to building partnerships with African countries that were seeking to overcome European colonialism (such as Tunisia and Algeria), and its support for the struggle against white minority rule in Southern Africa.\(^4\) Through concerted diplomatic outreach efforts during 1958–64, China reduced Taiwan’s diplomatic network in Africa to seven countries\(^5\) and increased the appeal of Maoist guerrilla warfare to national liberation movements on the continent.\(^6\) During the last decades of the Cold War, China’s
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\(^5\) Taiwan currently maintains diplomatic relations with only one African country: Eswatini.

ideological ambitions in Africa waned and Beijing focused its attentions on constraining Soviet influence. China’s support for the ZANU-PF President Robert Mugabe against his Soviet-backed arch-rival Joshua Nkomo and support for the Pan-African Congress over the Soviet-aligned ANC in South Africa exemplified this trend. In Angola, China aligned with UNITA (the National Union for Total Independence of Angola) against the Soviet-aligned MPLA (the People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola). China also provided military and diplomatic support on a smaller scale to the FNLA (National Liberation Front of Angola) which underscored its willingness to indirectly collaborate with the US and apartheid South Africa in containing Soviet influence. During the 1990s, China’s trade with Africa soared by 700%, as Beijing laid the foundations for its current partnerships with regional powers such as Nigeria and Ethiopia.

Although the Russian Empire took fleeting interest in Africa through the establishment of a colony in Sagallo, Djibouti, in 1889 and provided doctors to Ethiopia during the 1890s, Moscow’s influence on the continent was peripheral until Joseph Stalin’s death in 1953. Decolonisation provided an opening for the Soviet Union to emerge as a superpower in Africa. Soviet policy towards Africa was motivated by the export of Marxist-Leninist ideology but was characterised by a limited risk approach to Cold War contestation, which relied heavily on Warsaw Pact technical advisors and proxy armies, especially from Cuba. The Soviet Union established fleeting partnerships with Guinea under Sekou Toure and with Congo-Leopoldville (now the Democratic Republic of the Congo), under Patrice Lumumba. However, Soviet influence was concentrated in the Maghreb, Horn of Africa and newly independent states of Southern Africa. The high-water mark of this influence in Africa occurred during the late 1970s, when the Soviet Union established robust partnerships with Angola, Mozambique and Ethiopia. The failure of these countries to accede to the Soviet-led Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, where they remained mere observers, and Mikhail Gorbachev’s restrained support for socialist clients, caused Moscow’s influence to atrophy in the late 1980s. During the early 1990s, Russia’s economic and diplomatic presence in Africa declined precipitously, but has incrementally recovered since Yevgeny Primakov became foreign minister in 1996.

Although both Russia and China synthesised technical support, military training and ideological proselytisation during the Cold War, their approaches to power projection in Africa deviated markedly in the post-1991 period. This divergence in tactics reflects China and Russia’s disparate capabilities and limitations. China’s strategy in Africa relies extensively on long-term investments and the promotion of cross-regional connectivity, but has also featured limited forays into addressing regional security challenges. Russia’s strategy in Africa, meanwhile, has weaker commercial foundations and is much more opportunistic. This is because Moscow pairs transactional deals in the mining, energy and defence sectors with tactical illustrations of its resistance to Western norms and military backing for authoritarian regimes in crisis.

China’s approach to power projection in Africa

During his June 2019 remarks at the G20 Summit in Osaka, Japan, Chinese President Xi Jinping emphasised the ‘win-win’ nature of China’s involvement in Africa and highlighted Beijing’s desire to synergise the BRI with AU’s Agenda 2063, a continental initiative that seeks to promote inclusive growth and sustainable development in Africa. The mining sector has been key for China’s long-term investments in Africa, with Beijing’s share increasing from 0.4% in 2005 to 7% in 2018. Although China’s reliance on African oil has fallen from 32% in 2007 to 18% in 2020 and remains largely concentrated on its trade relationship with Angola, the China National Petroleum Corporation maintains long-term contracts in Nigeria, with China United International Petroleum Corporation (Unipec)’s Tang Suxin having facilitated the transfer of one million tons of Gabonese oil in 2004.

China has also invested significantly in megaprojects. These include the building of the Caculo Cabaça Hydroelectric Power Station in Angola, the modernisation of Egypt’s Suez Canal Economic Zone and the Edo State oil refinery in Nigeria, and the renovation of the AU and the headquarters of the Economic Community of West African States. Xi Jinping has repeatedly stated that Africa’s poor infrastructure is the largest impediment to its development, and China’s BRI investments emphasise intra-state and inter-regional connectivity. In 2018, China contributed $25.7 billion of Africa’s $100 billion investments in infrastructure projects. These investments include railway projects such as West Africa’s longest double-track railway in Nigeria and the $1.3 billion Tanzania Standard Gauge Railway, but also extend to telecommunications. China has invested at least $1 billion in Digital Silk Road projects in Angola, Ethiopia, Nigeria and Zimbabwe. The Digital Silk Road was unveiled in 2015 as part of the BRI and gives China a lead role in promoting digital connectivity between participating countries.

To complement its economic presence in Africa, China has cautiously contributed to collective security initiatives on the continent and exported its governance model to African countries. In addition to its deployment of UN peacekeepers, the country’s security policy in Africa has emphasised non-interference and the alleviation of the economic drivers of conflict. China has opposed or diluted sanctions against countries accused of human rights abuses, such as Sudan and the CAR, on state sovereignty grounds. It has also countered

11 ‘China’s Xi Says Funds for Africa Not for “Vanity Projects”’, Reuters, September 3, 2018, https://www.reuters.com/article/china-africa-idUSKCN1OM0VQ.
accusations of apathy towards human rights by linking state-sponsored infrastructure development programmes to its participation in UN missions. This peace-building model, which was first advanced in Liberia in 2003, is the cornerstone of China’s security involvement in Africa. The country’s investments in fragile African states, such as South Sudan, is a key component of its ‘developmental peace’ model, which views economic modernisation rather than political liberalisation as the key driver of stability in Africa. As its economic assets in fragile states mount, Beijing could pair these investments with an expanded diplomatic role. China’s chairmanship of meetings with rival South Sudanese factions in January 2015 and participation in the expanded Intergovernmental Authority on Development plus formal meetings on South Sudan point to this policy. However, China’s restrained response to Ethiopia’s conflicts with Eritrea, Sudan and, most recently, Tigray, suggest that arbitration is not a natural extension of its growing investment footprint.

Unlike France and Russia, China has refrained from engaging in expansive military interventions in Africa. Except for isolated cases, such as its 2017 mediation offer in the Eritrea-Djibouti border conflict, it has treaded cautiously regarding diplomatic arbitration. China has also leveraged its growing soft power through training programmes and targeted outreach efforts to African elites. The Chinese Communist Party, CCP’s, post-1976 economic modernisation efforts have been positively received in Africa. For example, a June 2021 report from the Ethiopian Institute of International Affairs summed up the CCP’s successful outreach efforts by stating that ‘the story of the Communist Party of China proves in the most vivid way: a powerful political party can help the people start from scratch and achieve brilliant achievements.’ China has capitalised on the CCP’s appeal by organising training workshops and seminars for senior party cadres and political elites across Africa.

As almost 60% of foreign students in China’s professional military education institutes are African, military academies in Africa, such as Uganda’s Oliver Tambo Leadership Academy, are modelled after their Chinese counterparts or, in the case of Tanzania’s Mwalimu Nyerere Leadership Academy, are directly funded by China.\(^\text{19}\)

Despite these advances, China’s involvement in Africa has faced periodic backlash. Chinese investments, which include the 2,600 MW hydropower scheme in Nigeria and the $666 million investments in Kenya’s tech city and Nairobi’s highway projects,\(^\text{20}\) have helped to alleviate Africa’s energy security and infrastructure challenges. Nevertheless, these projects have been accompanied by extensive debt. The countries with the largest debts to China are Angola ($25 billion), Congo Brazzaville ($7.3 billion), Ethiopia ($13.5 billion), Sudan ($6.4 billion)\(^\text{21}\) and Zambia ($6.6 billion).\(^\text{22}\) This has raised concerns about China’s threat to the sovereignty of African countries. For example, because 45% of Angola’s external debt is owed to Chinese lenders – under opaque terms – China has secured oil equity and thus far unsuccessfully attempted to expand its access to the strategic Benguela Railway.\(^\text{23}\) Zambia is currently locked in a debt repayment dispute with China. These events contribute to China’s standing as a lender-of-last-resort rather than a first-choice creditor for many African countries. At the September 2017 UN General Council, nine African leaders expressed a preference for conducting business with the US, but had been forced to settle for Chinese credit due to US disengagement from Africa.\(^\text{24}\) China’s exports of excess manufactured goods to African countries have also created acute trade imbalances, which crowd out local manufacturers from domestic markets and exacerbate structural unemployment. The 40% collapse of Kenya’s cement exports after an influx of Chinese construction material entered the country is a compelling example of the risks associated with Beijing’s policies.\(^\text{25}\)

### Russia’s approach to power projection in Africa

Russia’s presence in Africa is undergirded by relatively shallow economic foundations, whereas Moscow has expanded its reach in the mining, energy, defence and agriculture sectors. Russia’s normalisation of diplomatic relations with South Africa in 1992 was
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expedited by the prospect of securing mining investments, and over the past decade, Russia’s presence in Africa’s mining sector has grown precipitously. Russia has vigorously targeted investments in platinum, gold and diamond mines in Africa, as Moscow is a leading player in all three sectors. Russia’s JSC Afromet and Zimbabwe’s Pen East have agreed to jointly produce up to 855,000 ounces of platinum and gold from Zimbabwe’s Darwendale mine. In April 2019, Russia’s Alrosa and Angola’s Endiama signed an MOU for cooperation on diamond production and exploration, which in 2020 led to the production of one million carats of diamonds worth $90 million.

Russia’s mining investments have also extended to countries facing economic isolation and have been aided by private actors. For example, Yevgeny Prigozhin, a close ally of Vladimir Putin, has used companies such as M-Invest and Lobaye Invest to access Sudan’s gold mines, Guinea’s bauxite deposits and the CAR’s diamond reserves. Russia’s chairmanship of the Kimberley Process on conflict diamonds is aimed at loosening regulations for the export of diamonds from the CAR. In addition, its deployment of Wagner Group PMCs to Sudan and the CAR help to consolidate Russia’s mining presence.

Russia has complemented its mining concessions with investments in the energy, defence and agriculture sectors. For instance, Russian oil giant Lukoil has agreed to a preliminary refining sector deal with Nigeria. State development bank VEB, meanwhile, has financed a refinery in Morocco and an oil products pipeline in Congo-Brazzaville. Russian nuclear energy giant Rosatom also views Africa as a core market. Although its nuclear reactor deal with South Africa controversially unravelled in 2017, Rosatom has begun constructing the El Dabaa Nuclear Power Plant in Egypt. It has signed construction agreements for nuclear research centres with Rwanda, Ethiopia, Nigeria and Zambia, as well as less comprehensive MOUs with the DRC, Sudan and Uganda. It remains to be seen if these translate into tangible nuclear builds.

Russian arms have added fuel to the fire of conflicts – for example, the war in Darfur, Sudan – but have also played a critical role in strengthening the defence infrastructure of African countries. Algeria, Angola and Egypt are Moscow’s biggest clients, and Russian military hardware, such as MiG and Su-class jets, Pantsir-S1 missile defence systems and T-90 class tanks, have been distributed to at least 21 African countries.

---

In 2019, Russia announced plans to significantly expand its agricultural cooperation with Africa. To consolidate its standing as a key contributor to global food security, Russia has ramped up its wheat exports to sub-Saharan Africa, signed a vegetable oil production deal with Egypt, pursued meat export contracts with Ghana and Morocco and transferred vital agricultural technology to Lake Tana, Ethiopia.³²

Russia’s soft power in Africa lags considerably behind China

Beyond these commercial deals, Russia views Africa as a vital theatre to showcase its opposition to Western norms and bolster its prestige as a conflict arbiter. Russia has maintained commercial links and actively opposed the imposition or retention of multilateral sanctions against regimes, such as Zimbabwe under Robert Mugabe, Sudan under Omar al-Bashir, Eritrea and the CAR. Russia has justified these decisions by expressing support for national sovereignty and non-interference, and decrying Western efforts to impose their values on African countries. Moreover, Russia has channelled its economic investments to strengthen relationships with a diverse array of political factions and used Wagner Group PMCs to influence the balance of forces on the ground. This strategy of placing multiple bets within fragile state scenarios has bolstered Russia’s arbitration capabilities. In the CAR, it has combined support for President Faustin-Archange Touadéra’s government with outreach programmes to a broad variety of opposition groups. Owing to this balancing strategy, Russia helped to create a Central African opposition alliance in 2018, which eased tensions with ex-Séléka rebels and rival opposition groups.³³ Russia has also viewed its support of Libya National Army chieftain, Khalifa Haftar, as a means of expanding his bargaining power and has retained ties with the Tripoli-based authorities to facilitate a de facto partition of Libya.³⁴ Russia’s assertive defence of authoritarian regimes and opportunistic actions in fragile states have been accompanied by backlash. Russia’s soft power in Africa lags considerably behind China and the US,³⁵ and the conduct of its PMCs and political technologists (including landmine and alleged chemical weapons use in Libya, election interference in Madagascar and attacks on civilians in the CAR) has attracted negative scrutiny. Nevertheless, Russia’s influence in the economic, military and diplomatic spheres has risen in a sustainable fashion since 2014, with the combined impact of backlash against its conduct in the Ukraine and economic sanctions forcing it to strike new partnerships in the Global South.

Patterns of engagement between Russia and China

Since the 2001 Treaty of Good-Neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation was signed, Russia and China have significantly strengthened their bilateral cooperation. This collaboration has not readily extended to extra-regional countries where Russia and China are rising powers, such as the Middle East or Latin America, as both countries pursue independent agendas with minimal strategic coordination, and periodically advance contradictory policies. The strengths and limitations of the Russia–China strategic partnership are also on display through their interactions in Africa. The two countries routinely express solidarity with each other against Western criticisms of their policies towards Africa. In addition, they frequently vote together in the United Nations Security Council, or UNSC, and pursue complementary maritime security agendas in the Indian Ocean. However, Russia and China have pursued disparate policies in fragile states such as the CAR, Libya and Sudan, engaged in asymmetric competition in the commercial sphere and, in general, refrained from bilateral dialogue on African affairs. This has produced a competitive partnership dynamic, which blends opportunism, free-riding, low-grade contestation and elements of genuine cooperation.

Areas of Cooperation in Africa between China and Russia

As both Russia and China wish to challenge what they see as Western neocolonialism through the promotion of a multipolar order in Africa and align with anti-Western authoritarian regimes, their policies have received intense pushback from Western powers such as the US and France. As a result, Russian and Chinese officials view solidarity against these criticisms of their conduct in Africa as part of their broader struggle against ‘unilateralism, protectionism and hegemony’ on the world stage. In March 2018, Russian

Both Russia and China wish to challenge what they see as Western neocolonialism through the promotion of a multipolar order in Africa and align with anti-Western authoritarian regimes
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36 The sole exception to this trend is the Department of African Affairs-level consultations between the Russian and Chinese Foreign Ministries that have occurred for the past three years. See ‘China and Russia Hold the Third Round of Director-level Video Consultation on African Affairs’, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, December 24, 2020, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjbxw/t1843163.shtml.

Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov described then US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson’s remarks about China’s role in Africa as ‘inappropriate’, and raised doubts about his claims that Chinese loans would undermine the sovereignty of African countries. China returned the favour by obstructing UN reports that are critical of Russia’s conduct in Africa, such as the September 2020 report that accused Moscow of violating the arms embargo against Khalifa Haftar in Libya. Russian and Chinese media outlets also regularly promote stories that showcase the favourable aspects of Moscow’s and Beijing’s foreign policies in Africa. Sputnik, a Russian state-owned media service, regularly amplifies the narrative that China is building equal partnerships in Africa and is actively investing in the development of African countries, in contrast to power-hungry Western countries. Similarly, RIA Novosti, another Russian state-owned news service, defended China against the Guangzhou racism controversy, which stemmed from forced evictions of Africans from Guangzhou. After the 2019 Sochi Summit, the Chinese Global Times praised Russia’s departure from the Soviet-era ‘aid model’ towards building long-term, mutually beneficial partnerships with African countries.

Russia and China’s normative positions in crises affecting African countries regularly converge, as both countries officially support non-interference in the internal affairs of states. This was not always the case. During the early 1990s, China was the principal force resisting US unilateralism in the UNSC, and Beijing’s positions clashed with the views of former Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev, who supported engagement with the West. During the December 1992 debates on Somalia, China called the United Task Force deployments to Mogadishu an exceptional action that should be confined to humanitarian crises, whereas Russia viewed it as a positive precedent for UN peacekeeping deployments in crisis areas. The ascension of Yevgeny Primakov to Russia’s foreign minister in 1996 caused Moscow to emerge as a strident critic of unilateral US sanctions and military

41 Dmitry Kosyrev, ‘Kto takoy rasist, ili Kak plokho obrashchalis’ s afrikantsami v Guanchzhou’ (Who Is Racist or How Africans Were Mistreated in Guangzhou), RIA Novosti, April 16, 2020.
deployments, and paved the way for a Sino-Russian normative alignment on crises in Africa. Russia and China voted to block the imposition of UN sanctions against Zimbabwe in July 2008. In June 2011, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev and his Chinese counterpart, Hu Jintao, signed a joint declaration that urged NATO to refrain from expanding the scope of UNSC Resolution 1973, which mandated a no-fly zone in Libya. Both Russia and China condemned Muammar al-Gaddafi’s overthrow via a NATO-led military intervention, which culminated in his death in October 2011. After the June 2019 Khartoum Massacre, which resulted in the deaths of at least 128 Sudanese civilians, China and Russia blocked a UNSC resolution condemning Sudan’s Transitional Military Council.

Both Russia and China are alarmed by the threat of piracy in the Indian Ocean, and due to their desire to counter Western influence, the two countries participate regularly in trilateral drills with Iran.

Although strategic coordination and substantive cooperation between Russia and China in Africa is limited, maritime security in the Indian Ocean is a nascent area of collaboration between the two great powers. Both Russia and China are alarmed by the threat of piracy in the Indian Ocean, and due to their desire to counter Western influence, the two countries participate regularly in trilateral drills with Iran. A formative development in Russia-China cooperation on Indian Ocean security was the November 2019 Russia-China-South Africa joint exercise. Moreover, China’s naval base in Djibouti and Russia’s potential facility in Port Sudan could both contribute to creating a genuinely multipolar security environment in the Indian Ocean and foster security cooperation between the two countries.

Sources of friction in Africa between Russia and China

Unlike the acrimonious rivalry between China and the Soviet Union in Africa, tensions between Russia and China are limited and are unlikely to seriously jeopardise the strength of their bilateral relationship. In October 2019, Chinese commentator Kong Fan argued that Russia–China divergences are minor in comparison to Moscow’s rivalries with Western

countries, stating that ‘it is not yet known whether it [Russia] will unify with China, but it is impossible for it to unify with the United States.’ However, frictions between Russia and China reinforce negative stereotypes that Russian and Chinese officials possess about their respective foreign policies. Russia is tacitly concerned about China’s efforts to infringe on its traditional sphere of influence in Central Asia and therefore views the Djibouti base as a stepping-stone for the globalisation of the Chinese military, which could extend to Tajikistan. Similarly, Chinese officials are concerned about Russia’s disruptive conduct in Africa, which potentially undermines the BRI. In November 2019, Wang Jiahao and Luo Jinyi, academics at Education University in Hong Kong, unfavourably contrasted Russia’s military-focused approach to China’s economic penetration strategy in Africa. They subsequently concluded that ‘Russia and China’s strategies in Africa are very different, and there has been no concrete coordination between the two countries to this day.’

Although Russia and China commonly vote together in the UN on African issues, this does not mean their positions uniformly align regarding the continent’s security crises. In Libya, China maintained close relations with the UN-recognised Government of National Accord, which included discussions about inclusion in the BRI. This contrasted with Russia’s preference for Khalifa Haftar. In the CAR, Russia’s residual links with ex-Séléka rebels were viewed with frustration in Beijing, as these militias threaten the security of Chinese-owned oil deposits. During the 2019 Sudanese Revolution, China’s primary concern was state stability, whereas Russia was wedded to a hard-line counter-revolutionary agenda, which saw it first vigorously support Omar al-Bashir and next, support a military-brokered transition. Russia’s willingness to capitalise on instability in the Sahel, which has intensified since the August 2020 coup in Mali, contrasts with China’s desire to preserve the regional status quo. The proliferation of Russian PMCs across Africa could have an amplifying effect on Moscow’s disagreements with China in fragile states, as the Wagner Group implements (at arm’s length) most of Russia’s policies that Beijing opposes. Former US Ambassador to Ethiopia, David Shinn, asserted in a May 2020 testimony to the US-China Economic and Security Review Commission that Wagner Group PMC activities could ‘give China pause’.

Despite their vast asymmetry in economic power, Russia and China have engaged in selective competition for commercial deals in Africa. This trend mirrors the competition between Western countries, including the US, Britain, France and Germany, for market share, but could create compartmentalised frictions. Chinese nuclear energy companies have capitalised on the high costs associated with Rosatom’s projects to secure contracts
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47 Kong Fan, ‘Fēizhōu, ēluósì huí “lián zhōngguó kàng méi” háishì “yǔ zhōngguó jìngzhēn”?’ (Returning to Africa, Will Russia “Join China to Resist the US” or “Compete with China?”), Guangcha, October 26, 2019.
throughout Africa. Chinese cooperation with Libya on infrastructure projects, which are linked with its inclusion in the BRI, could clash with prospective Russian megaprojects – for example, the Russian Railways Benghazi-to-Sirte rail line which was aborted because of the 2011 Arab Spring protests in Libya. Russia’s and China’s COVID-19-related public health assistance has also not been coordinated, as the Sputnik V and Sinovac vaccines have vied for market share in African countries. Although Sino-Russian economic contestation in Africa has generally been confined to individual sectors or bidding wars for selected contracts, a genuine rivalry has surfaced in Zimbabwe. Russia’s investments in the Darwendale platinum mine and desire to enter Zimbabwe’s gold sector was seen as a means of capitalising on the slowdown in Chinese investment. As China’s announced projects, such as the $4 billion steel complex construction and $1 billion Hwange power plant expansion, fell short of their promises, Russia stepped up its efforts to enter the Zimbabwean market after the November 2017 coup that propelled Emmerson Mnangagwa into power. This pattern of economic contestation in Zimbabwe could intensify, as the COVID-19 pandemic slows the growth of BRI projects in sub-Saharan Africa.

Despite their vast asymmetry in economic power, Russia and China have engaged in selective competition for commercial deals in Africa

The future of Russia and China’s policies towards Africa

As the COVID-19 pandemic gradually winds down, China and Russia are poised to see their influence in Africa continue to expand. Sinovac’s efficacy struggles and Sputnik V’s poor delivery track record have prevented either of the two countries from winning the vaccine diplomacy tussle in Africa. Continued US disengagement from Africa, which has not been reversed in spite of President Joe Biden’s ‘America is back’ rhetoric, and the absence of a coordinated US–Europe great power competition strategy plays into Moscow and Beijing’s hands. The most immediate risk to Chinese influence in Africa comes from debt defaults and increased security threats to Chinese nationals and economic projects, whereas Russia is most concerned with countering the backlash and setbacks of its

53 For details on Chinese reconstruction plans in Libya, see Zhuānfǎng, Lìbǐyà xiānwàng yú zhòngguó jiāqiáng duō lǐngyù hézuò – zhūfàn fǎngzhōngguó zhū lìbǐyà dāshí guān lǐngshì dàbān wángjīmín’ (Interview: Libya Hopes to Strengthen Cooperation with China in Many Fields – Interview with Wang Qimin’, Charge d’Affaires of the Chinese Embassy in Libya), Xinhua, August 29, 2018.
54 Elena Platonova, ‘Rossiya prilizhajetsya k Zimbabwe’ (Russia Is Moving Closer to Zimbabwe), May 15, 2016
Wagner Group interventions in Africa. Although the Taliban takeover of Afghanistan could result in a further expansion of China–Russia security cooperation and an upgrade of their collaboration within the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation is little sign that this sense of common purpose will extend to extra-regional countries. The growing interoperability of Russian and Chinese military technology could result in cooperation in the military-technical sphere, but Moscow and Beijing are likely to compete for fighter jet and stealth weaponry contracts in Africa.

The rapid expansion of Chinese and Russian influence in Africa since the arrival of the new millennium has facilitated the creation of a truly multipolar geopolitical landscape on the continent. Despite concerns about Chinese economic hegemony and the corrosive impact of Russia’s military interventions on governance in Africa, the foundations of Moscow’s and Beijing’s influence in Africa are resilient. The US and Europe continue to pursue a dual containment policy towards Russia and China, as part of a broader strategic reorientation towards great power competition. However, it remains to be seen whether Sino-Russian engagement in Africa will convert into greater policy coordination.
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